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On the Approach to Equilibrium in Fluid Mechanics

by Miroslav Grmela
Centre de recherches mathématiques, Université de Montréal

(20. VIII. 74)

Abstract. The method which has been developed for the study of solutions of the family of the
kinetic equations of the Enskog-Vlasov type [J. Math. Phys. 15, 35 (1974)] is formulated generally
and applied in fluid dynamics. The theory of solving the equations of fluid dynamics is in this way
put into the relationship with the theory of solving other dynamical equations of non-equilibrium
statistical mechanics. Some basic results in fluid dynamics are reproduced and a new contribution
to the problem of finding a natural (both from the physical and mathematical point of view) structure
for the space on which the equations of fluid mechanics are defined is made.

1. Introduction
A possibility of extracting a general theory from the discussion of the kinetic

theory dynamics [1] has been already discussed in Ref. [2]. Since there are now several
types of dynamics which can be discussed in a unified way, namely the Enskog-
Vlasov dynamics [1], fluid dynamics (Sections 3 and 4 of this paper), non-equilibrium
and equilibrium thermodynamics [2] and the Liouville dynamics [2], it is convenient to
start this paper with the general theory. The concepts introduced and the relations
obtained in the general theory will then simplify the discussion of fluid dynamics. The
theory of solving the equations of fluid dynamics will also appear automatically as an
organic part of the theory of solving other dynamical equations of non-equilibrium
statistical mechanics. Relatively well-developed (both from the physical and
mathematical point of view) fluid dynamics might be veryuseful for the further development of
the general theory and in this way for development in other dynamical theories of non-
equilibrium statistical mechanics. A detailed study of the relationship between kinetic
theory and fluid dynamics, as it appears from the point of view of the general theory, is

in Ref. [3]. We also believe that our analysis of the equations of fluid dynamics might
bring closer the rather mathematically oriented [4] and the rather physically oriented
[5] fluid mechanics.

2. A General Theory

This section is an extract and compilation, expressed in terms of the general
dynamical system theory, of the results obtained in Refs. [1], [2] and Sections 3 and 4

of this paper. The reader should consult these references for the motivation and concrete
illustration of the concepts introduced.

Let us have a class SC of one-component physical systems and a given set of
measurements and observations 0. The experience obtained from measuring and
observing (the observations and measurements are always assumed to be elements of
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0) the physical systems in SA is summed up in a phenomenological theory. Let/characterize

completely (with respect to 0) the state of the physical systems in SA. All possible
states form a set AC. We shall assume that AC is a manifold, in general infinite dimensional.

A more detailed specification of AC has to come as a result of the comparison of
the properties of solutions of the time evolution equation of the phenomenological
theory

Yt Rf (1)

and the results of observations and measurements. The operator R in (1) is defined
through a set of phenomenological quantities 0» whose values can be obtained only
from observations and measurements.

The operator /: AC -> AC satisfying I2 1 is introduced. The operator R can be
written as

R Rw + #<-> (2)

where

R<-+» %(R + IRF),

R7-» \(R-IRI).
Definition. An element/of AC is called an equilibrium state (denoted m) iff Rf 0

and If=f. Equivalently, the equilibrium state is defined by two equations

RMf=0 (3)

#<->/= 0. (4)

The equilibrium state m will be physically interpreted as the state characterizing
the thermodynamical equilibrium state. A justification of this interpretation will be
given in the discussion following the requirements Al, A2 below.

We assume that (1) represents our knowledge of the class SA of real physical systems
provided 0 is given. This assumption defines (from the physical point of view) the
family of the operators R that we want to consider. There is a natural question of
defining such a class of R clearly in mathematical terms. Our study of some concrete
dynamical theories of non-equilibrium statistical mechanics [1, 2] allows us to formulate

three mathematical requirements Al, A2, A3 that will define the class # of the
operators R.

Al. Equation (3) is solved by a one parameter (denoted ttJ of submanifolds Fni oi AC.

A2. Equation (4) restricted to F„ for all admissible ttx is equivalent to the equation

gradG(7Ti,7r2)=0 (4.1)

where G(7ri,7r2) : F% -> M is of class at least C2, tt2 is another parameter entering
the analysis. It is assumed that the admissible values of ttx, tt2 form an open subset

of U2.
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The set of all g e FKi satisfying (4.1) is called the thermodynamical manifold and
will be denoted by JU. The elements of Jl are the equilibrium states m. We shall define

TT3 G(TTx,TT2)(m). (5)

Since the function G is defined by (4.1) up to a constant, we shall introduce the following
procedure for determining the sign of G and the thermodynamic interpretation of
rrx, tt2, tt3. Let our physical system be in the thermodynamical equilibrium state m
corresponding, from the thermodynamical point of view, to a positive energy. Then the
sign of G is chosen as such that (djdrrj G(ttx, ttJ (m) is positive. If (djdirj G(ttx, ttJ (m)
is also positive then ttx ß, ir2 y, tt3 a, where ß J-1, T is the temperature,
y ßp, p is the pressure, a ßp, p is the chemical potential. If (djd-nj G(ttx, ttJ (m) is
negative, then ttx ß, ttx x, tt3 y. The function G is still determined only up to a
positive constant that has to be determined in accordance with the units of measurements

used in thermodynamics. We shall call meJia thermodynamically stable
equilibrium state denoted ms iff the Hessian of G(ttx, ttJ evaluated at ms is negative
definite in the case 7Ti ß, tt2 y, tt3 x and positive definite in the case 7Ti ß,

rr2 x,tt3 y. An element m e Jl is called a critical state iff the Hessian of G(ttx, ttJ
evaluated at mc is not a one-to-one linear operator. Geometric properties of Jl and the
function 7r3 completely determine thermodynamics of the systems considered (see

more details in Ref. [2]).
Before discussing trajectories in the vicinity of Jl we need a mathematical

preparation.
Let

dcp

it=Q9 (6)

be the time evolution equation, cpeH, where H is a real Hilbert space, Q is a linear
operator. Let us have moreover an operator J: H -> H with J2 1. The operators
Ql+) and Ç<_) are defined analogically as 2?(+) and RC~> in (2).

Definition. A linear operator Q is called an Onsager operator iff
i) the operator Q is closed and densely defined in H,
ii) the operator Ç(+) is a self-adjoint operator and non-positive, Ç(_) is a skew-adjoint

operator.

The Onsager operators have the following properties.

Property 1. Onsager operator Q generates uniquely a semigroup U„ t^O oi the
time evolution operators. The operators U, (t ^ 0) are bounded, U0 idH (the identity
operator in H) and

s lim U,cp= U,0 cp for all t > t0 ~& 0 and all cpeH.
«-»¦to

This property is a direct consequence of the Stone-Hille-Yoshida-Phillips theory of
semigroup (Chapter IX, Section 8 of Ref. [6]).

Property 2. No point of the spectral set of an Onsager operator Q can lie in ReA > 0
and the residual spectrum of Q is empty.

The first part follows from the non-positiveness of Q, the second part is the
consequence of two facts: a) Q* JQJ, where the cross denotes adjoint, b) if A is an
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element of the residual spectrum of Q then the complex conjugate of A is an element of
the point spectrum of ÇT.

Property 3. Let us assume that cp is a real valued function of q, p, Acp(q, p)
cp(q, —p) and Ut (t ^ 0) can be realized as a semigroup of integral operators

cp(q,p,t) U, cp(q,p,0) j dqodp0K(q,p,t;q0,p0) <p(?o-^o-0). (7)

Moreover the scalar product < > in H is realized by

<jep,py j dqidp, j dqdpA(qx,px;q,p) 9(li>Pi) vil-P)- (8)

Then the following identity holds

J dqldpxA(q,,px;q,p)K(qx,px,t;qo,po)

J" dqxdpxA(qx,px;q0,po)K(qx,-px;q,-p,-t). (9)

The proof is straightforward, based on Ç* AQA and the known relation between
K corresponding to Q and KA corresponding to Qt

Property 4. If Q is an Onsager operator then AQ is a self-adjoint operator. The
well-known connection between self-adjoint operators and the variational principle
can be used. Equivalently, we can say that Q is a self-adjoint operator in the pseudo-
Hilbert space H that is equipped with the pseudo-scalar product < Ay.

We shall now return to equation (1) and to the study of trajectories in the vicinity
of ms e JU. First we construct the Hessian Q oi R evaluated at ms (i.e. Q depends on
iti, ttJ. Let the tangent space Tm AC at ms he a Hilbert space whose scalar product is
not specified. Let H he the closed complement of Tm Jl in Tms AC.

A3(d). There is a scalar product in H such that Q is an Onsager operator.
An equivalent formulation of the requirement A3 (a) is the following. Let H be the

L2 space. There exists a linear operator A : H -> H such that a) A is bounded, b)
AAA A, c) A is self-adjoint and positive definite, d) AQ is an Onsager operator in
H (in the L2 space).

A3(b). There exists a function V: JT -*¦ R, where Jf c Jl is a neighborhood of ms,
such that a) V restricted to F D Jf (ms e F is identical with G defined in
A2 and if G reaches at ms its maximum or minimum then also V reaches at ms
its maximum or minimum respectively, b) the operator A introduced in A3(a)
equals to the Hessian of V at ms that is equipped with the corresponding sign
to make it positive definite.

The function V is physically interpreted as the non-equilibrium extension of the
thermodynamic potential G. The identity (9) is physically interpreted as the Onsager
reciprocity relations.

3. Fluid Mechanics

The experience obtained from the fluid mechanics type of observations and
measurements of a certain family of physical systems (called fluids) has been sum-
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rharized in the phenomenological theory called fluid mechanics. Fluids cannot be
defined in theoretical terms inside fluid mechanics. A phenomenological theory based

on more detailed observations and measurements like, for example, kinetic theory [3],
has to be used to define fluids theoretically. The state of the system in fluid mechanics
is completely described by the triple/= (N.E.IJ), where N:Q->U, E: Q^-U, U:
Q -*¦ TQ sûxR3,reûisa position vector, Q is a bounded open subset of R3 with
smooth boundary dQ and volume one, TQ denotes the tangent bundle of Q. The set of

all/is denoted by AC. The quantities N, E, U are called local density, local energy and
local velocity respectively. Dynamics in Jf - fluid dynamics - is given by

±-«*>f. (l.a)

or in components

dN dN dUx
-r-=-Un N—-,
ot dr,, dra

Ar
dU. dp dU, d2Ux 9 dUp

Nd-^ -NU^ +X-f^-pd-^+Jd-^)2 + 2viDxe-ADMD3e,
dt dr,, dr<,dr„ dr„ \Srx)

where

lldUn dU„
2 \ dr. dr,,

Dx„ -[tA +

The phenomenological quantities 0>(F> in fluid dynamics (1) are the real-valued twice-
differentiable functions p, t of F(r), N(r), called the local pressure and the local
temperature, respectively, and the real-valued functions A, rj, rjv of E(r), N(r), called the
coefficient of thermal conductivity, shear viscosity and bulk viscosity respectively.
The individuality of each particular fluid is expressed just in the concrete specification
of {p, t, X, n, r)J which can be done - inside fluid mechanics - only through the fluid
mechanics observations and measurements. We shall assume that A -A 0 and r\da= T,
where F is a positive constant.

4. Application of the General Theory in Fluid Dynamics

We shall follow closely Section 2. Equation (1) has now the concrete form (La).
The operator I is defined by (A, E, U) A- (N, E, -U). The operators R<FH+> and
RC»c-» are found easily. It follows from the definition of the equilibrium states that
Ueq 0 (we use the notation m (Aeq, Feq, Ueq)), and Aeq and £eq are determined by

(3. a)
drxdr„

dp
=0. (4.a)

dra
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Since we have assumed t\sq T, equation (3.a) is solved by t(N,E) T. Equation
(4.a) is clearly equivalent to p(N,E) P, where F is a constant. We introduce new
quantities ß (1/F), y (P/T), V (1/N). Following the general theory we want to
write (4.a) restricted to the manifolds t(E,N) Tin the variational form. This can be
done if p and t are not independent but related by

dp p dr 1 dr
dE~r'dE ~TdV ^

The function G is defined by

G j d3r(-S(E, V) + yV + ßE),
a

where

dS _p dS 1

W~~t d~E~~T~'

Equation (10) is equivalent to

d2S d2S
(10. a)

dEdV dVdE

The thermodynamics of the system is completely determined by

* GU

and geometric properties (see Ref. [2]) of Jl. The thermodynamically stable equilibrium

state ms (A0, E0. 0) is defined as the equilibrium state at which G reaches its
minimum. It is easy to see, just by writing the necessary condition of stationarity of G

explicitly, that the thermodynamical energy Eth, defined in thermodynamics by
Etb dx/dß, equals j" d3rFeq (r), and the thermodynamical volume Vth, defined in

a
thermodynamics by Vth dx/dy, equals J d3rVe„ (r).

a
We shall now study the trajectories in the vicinity of a thermodynamically stable

equilibrium state ms. Straightforward calculations give the Hessian QiF» of i?(F)

evaluated at m„ (N0, E0, 0).

% Qm9, («-a)
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where cp (n(r), e(r), u(r)) and its first derivatives vanish on dQ, cpeH, H is a Hilbert
space and

Q">

i s

Andr~,

S2 S2

v°Kt"s7jJ. v°Kt's7J7. -v0p-
dr,

i a

~VJ,~är~2

d

dr.

1

—v~0s73

e
-vap-

d 3 I d2 d2\ d2

-vap,- -vap.- r0l„—+„- f0,2— V0riz

-VnP.
Sr,

-v0p. ir, "0l2 Sr,dr2

d2

d2 d-

vo\vi^rrr + V2—J v0r,:

-Vot'^r -V"Per- VO-0l--,a~ dr, Br3 3r,

"'sTJJJ l2Sr22

d

dr,

B2

dr, dr3

d2

dr, dr.

"Sr, '«¦",. Sr, dr.
Voh

Sr, Sr, dri
+ V2-.

where

Vi v(Vo,E0), rl2=^r1(Vo,Eo) + rlJVo,Eo), XX=X(V0,E0),

dr
dN

dr dP 9P

l"s

Te dË ' Pn
dN ' P<

dE
m.

we assume that rjx, -q2 and Xx are positive. The operator Q(F»c+» js obtained by putting
Q\f> 0 for i 3, A, 5, ; 1, 2 and i=l,2,j 3, 4, 5. The operator Q<F><-> is obtained
by putting Qf» 0 for i 1, 2, j 1, 2 and i 3, 4, 5, ;' 3, 4, 5.

Following the general theory we shall assume that H is the L2 space, i.e.

(9i. 92) / d3mjr) njr) + j" d3rejr) ejr) + j d3rujr) uJr).

The problem is to find the operator AC»: H ^-H satisfying all the properties listed in
A3(a) of Section 2. It is clear that the operator AiF» will have the form

AC"»

111 Ax2 0 0 0

112 A22 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 1

(11)

From the requirement that AiF»QC»c+» js self-adjoint, we have

^22 Tn Ax2Te, (12)
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from the requirement that ^4<F>Ç<F><-> is skew-adjoint, we have

(13)Pn
^11
~+PAx2vi

Pe PA22+^' 0

The solution of (12), (13) is

A12
TnPe

vA-
An -nL- Pt-k

A
TePe

•^22

Ap-

(14)

Since p and t are related by (10), which reads now

T„=7T2^-PF2-re, (10.a)

we have

Al2 -T„

A22 \re (15)

Aii V2[pn-jTn\

It remains to show that the operator A(F», defined in (11), (15), is positive definite.
Let us define in a neighborhood Jf of ms the function V by

V j* d3r(-S(E, V) + $ßUx Ux + yV + ßE). (16)
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One easily recognizes that V satisfies the property a), in A3(b) of Section 2 and that

AC"» -ß

d2V

m2
d2V

dEdN
0 0 0

92V d2V
HE2

0 0 o
dEdN

0 0
a2v
dU\

0 0

0 0 0
32V

dU\
0

0 0 0 0
a2v

(17)

dm i

The derivatives in (17) should be understood of course as the functional derivatives
(i.e., if using another notation,

92V 82V
t8(t-t'),dE2 8E(r) 8E(r')

etc.). All derivatives in (17) are evaluated at ms. It follows from the definition of ms
that AC» is positive definite. Standard arguments can be used to show that AiF>QiF»
defined on L2 space is densely defined and closed and AiF»QC»(+) is non-positive. It
means, according to the definition in Section 2, that AC»QC> on L2 space is an Onsager
operator.

5. Discussion

We have shown that AC»QC» defined on L2 space or QiF» defined on the Hilbert
space H equipped with the scalar product ,AiF») is an Onsager operator if ms is a
thermodynamically stable equilibrium state. We can use four properties of the Onsager
operators derived in Section 2 and in this way obtain four properties of the solutions of
the equations of fluid dynamics. These, or similar results, are already known in fluid
dynamics. The advantage of our derivation is, beside the simplicity, the relation-
through the general theory - to other dynamical theories of non-equilibrium statistical
mechanics.

In view of the critique of the Onsager reciprocity relations in fluid dynamics [7],
we would like to point out the application of Property 3 in fluid dynamics. The kernel
KiF> in the integral representation of U(tF» is now a 5 x 5 matrix

KC»(r,t;r') (K\F\r,t;r')).

Equation (9) then reads

AiF» KC»(r,t;r0) Rc»(r0 ; r, -t) Am,

(7. a)

(9. a)

where the tilde means transposition and the reversion of signs on places i 3, 4, 5;

j 1, 2 and ; 3, 4, 5; * 1, 2.
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The scalar product ,A(F») is clearly very convenient from the mathematical
point of view (it makes QiF» an Onsager operator). At least Properties 1 and 3 have also
direct relation to measurements and observations in fluid mechanics. The semi-flow is
observed so that the mathematical proof of its existence is a check of the consistency
of the mathematical description. For the experimental basis of the Onsager reciprocity
relations see Ref. [4]. Another argument for the naturality of ,AiF») is based on the
relation of AC» to G (and V), which is the fundamental quantity in other phenomenological

theory, namely thermodynamics. The norm based on the scalar product ,^4<F))

is basically the rate of the entropy production.
Finally we shall point out the difference between the approach to fluid dynamics

used here and the approach used in Ref. [4]. We start our discussion with dynamic
equations that are accepted as a summary of the experience obtained from fluid
mechanical types of observations and measurements. Everything that follows (including

the thermodynamical concepts) is a consequence of dynamics and appears naturally
in the dynamical system theory type discussions of the solutions of the dynamical
equations. On the other hand the fluid dynamics presented in Ref. [4] starts with
thermodynamics, generalizes it to the local thermodynamics and then from balance
equations, by postulating the linear relationship between fluxes and forces and the
Onsager reciprocity relation, the dynamical equations of fluid dynamics are obtained.
The thermodynamics and its generalization that stays at the beginning in Ref. [4]
and the thermodynamics and its generalization that is a consequence of the postulated
fluid dynamics are identical. The advantage of our approach appears clearly in more
microscopic phenomenological theories (based on a more detailed set of measurements
and observations) like, for example, in kinetic theory [1] where the corresponding
thermodynamics and its appropriate non-equilibrium generalizations are not intuitively
evident.
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